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Trainer, Golf Coach, Sports Psychologist, Author & Public Speaker
“Peter’s unique skills and approach have made him the must have trainer for those
wanting to become golf coaches and players wanting to reach their full potential.
He elicits the talents within and add skills you’ve always wanted. By observing and
listening to individuals he has created carefully designed coaching programs achieving
incredible success for both player and coach alike”.
Fact-file, some of his successes include;
 Over 40 years of golfing experience and successful coaching
 Produced the training systems to qualify coaches to level 3
 The inception of Europe’s most unique indoor golf school
 Helped re-design and patent the Denis Durnian swing frames
 Inspired Denis Durnian to his first tournament victory
 Trained over 800 golfers to become professional golf coaches
 Amazon bestselling author of, ‘Nothing but Net’
 Coached the Essex county team to win county championship
 Assisted in England amateur team training days
 Coached numerous tour professionals
 Wrote the ‘forward’ to Tim Galley’s latest edition of the ‘Inner game of golf’
Currently
 President & head of training and recruitment at the WGTF of GB&I
 Operating the ‘FREE’ golf lessons for life program!
 Writing ‘How to have a hole in one guaranteed’
 Head of training at NLP golf
 Owner of Your golf academy
 Coaching at ‘The Coachouse’, El Plantio GC, Spain & Kissimmee GC, Florida.
 Member of Sports Coach UK
 Ambassador at 2 fore-business groups and ultimate member
Specialist areas
Europe’s leading authority on the Denis Durnian Swing Frames & DBS The Golfing Machine,
The Inner Game of Golf, Intrinsic learning and Instinctive golf, Balanced golf and NLP.
Qualifications
Master golf coach, BSc in Sports Psychology, The Golfing Machine, GSEM, Paul CHEK golf
bio-mechanical practitioner, Trainer of NLP (snlp), Reiki Master Practitioner,
Hypnotherapist GHR, Dip Hip, Instinctive golf practitioner.
Testimonials
“A very open and wise man”….
Fred Shoemaker, Extraordinary Golf
“Peter's approach to coaching Golf is the most comprehensive and fully rounded I've come
across... I doubt that anyone else comes close to his abilities”
Jayne Storey, Chi-Power Golf
Contact
Mobile:
Email:
Twitter:
FB:
Youtube:
Web:

07939 584010
peter.hudson62@yahoo.com
peterhudsonyga
peter hudson wgtf
ppgcoach
www.peterhudsongolf.com

